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Commissioned and Sold Work

Lighting Collection

Mixed Media

Yellow Pine - sustainable jewellery 
brand,
The Natives Buff - organic felted soap, 
Ceramic Graters - glazed grater plates. 

Coffee - light shade,  
Reclaim - Object One - standing light, 
Reclaim - Object Two - table light.

Chiller bag - Wine cooler bag,
Blue - Textile Collage, 09
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Amber reynaud
Designer . Maker . Educator

@a.reynaud_design
@yellowpine_design
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Biography

Biography, 
Education & Qualification, 
Awards and Exhibitions,
Contact and Social media links. 

11 Final Major Project

Sanity or Sanitary - Dissertation
***** final major name***



Biography

Yellow Pines is the brand name I sell work under as a designer, but you can call me Amber.  
I’m a swimmer, a sailor, a designer and a maker.  I am also a third year design student at the 
University of Plymouth, where my studies mainly focus on the sustainability and accessibility of 
design.  I like things simple, beautiful and sustainable.
 
As a designer, my passion is for reclaiming materials; bringing beauty and life into what would 
otherwise be scraped.  Ensuring I design for the entire product lifecycle helps me explore 
material wastage and extend my own products usability. As a maker I explore a wide array of 
materials and practises such as ceramic, textiles and wood working. In particular the process of 
steam-bending, by which I am able to create the simple, fluid and unique shapes you see in my 
work. 

I hope at the end of my university study to train as a design and technology  teacher.  I believe 
being able to share the joys and freedoms of design with fresh new minds is a beautifully 
complex but rewarding task, and one I cannot wait to undertake.
    Ax.



Eductaion & Qualifications

Post Graduate Certificate in Education (Design, Technology and Food)
 Birmingham City University

BA (Hons) 3D Design
           University of Plymouth
 
Level 3 Award in Leadership and Management 
           City and Guilds, London Institute

A-level Art and Design 
           Chichester Sixth Form

GCSE Textiles and Product Design
 Chichester High School for Girls

Awards
Google TechStarts Winner 2019 as Co-founder of the Big Sis Project, Plymouth

Exhibitions
Window displays in PO10 Interiors.  2020

Emsworth Arts Trail Artist.  2020

Levinsky Designs Exhibitions.  2018 - 2021

Website: https://amberreno8.wixsite.com/home   Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/amber-busuttil-reynaud 
 

Email:  Amber.b.reynaud.design@gmail.com  Instagram: @a.reynaud_design
                        @yellowpine_design



Yellow Pine - sustainable jewellery brand

Yellow pine is the brand name my design work and jewellery is sold under. It was 
established in the first year of study at Plymouth University, inspired by the interest in my 
work with micro-steam-bending. The simple and elegant shapes that the steam-bending 
process creates transformed into bold and beautiful jewellery when applied on a micro 
scale. Unlike many other larger steam-bent products, the micro bands are able to be 
made from woods that would otherwise be discarded; they are both sustainable and 
environmentally friendly. Full jewellery range available at the following social media tag;    
@yellowpines.design

Sold work



The natives buff - Organic fleted soap 
“Organic Scented Soap… But pre-packaged in its own felted wool sleeve to add some col-
our to your sinks!” Inspired by a fast-paced brief to generate a product to be sold at a pop-
up shop event, The Native Buff Organic Felted Soap was the response created. The project 
demonstrates the high level of textile skill and knowledge acquired in previous studies and 
applies it in a colourful, designed product. A large focus of the project was the materiality of 
the final products, ensuring the wool and soaps used were sustainable, organic and reflected 
the quality intended. Material; Mixed scented soaps, organic merino wool. Dimensions; 8cm 
x 7cm x 5cm. Price; £7 + £5 p&p.

Sold work



ceramic graters- Glazed grater plates 
To enhance my making processes and compliment my university learning, 
this personal commission developed a ceramic grater inspired by traditional 
Mediterranean cooking for a client with a passion for it. The rough ruts in the 
centre of the dish act as grater teeth to crush foods such as ginger, garlic and 
nutmeg. The process of hand forming these plates and the understanding of how 
to create texture has translated into other areas of my practise outside of ceramics, 
benefitting my creative processes through a deeper understanding of tactile effects.  
Material; Earthenware Clay. Dimensions; 10cm x 10 cm x 5cm / 8cm x 8cm x 3cm.

Commissioned work



Inspired by the potential of combining micro steam-bending with the traditional scales 
of wood steaming, Coffee - Light Shade combines old with new. The light shade is 
the progression in the development of Yellow Pine and explores inspirations beyond 
simple jewellery pieces. Unlike similar styled products, Coffee is predominantly made 
from woods that would otherwise be discarded; a sustainable and stylish progression 
in steam bent light shades. The lightweight nature of the designs makes it ideal for 
modern settings such as coffee houses and cocktail bars, hence, the name. The interior 
colour, although black on the images can be adjusted to meet the client’s wants, 
allowing for personalisation. Material; Ash and Pine. Dimensions; 50cm x 50cm x 60xm. 
Price; £180.

Coffee  - Light Shade



A response to the brief set by lecturer Roy Tam to reinvent the use of his wooden steamed panel. 
While normally hung on one end with a bulb inside, the free-standing, decorative light created 
reclaimed and recycled materials demonstrates innovation in its transformative design, and an 
understanding of combining materials. Only using reclaimed materials, the design stemmed from 
working with the materials and constraints they gave the product, challenging and changing the 
normal design process. Material; ash wood, copper and brass plumbing fittings, and black marble. 
Dimensions; 70cm x 30cm x 80. Private Piece.

reclaim  - Object one - standing Light 



reclaim  - Object two - standing Light

Inspired by the success of the Standing Light and using reclaimed materials to 
restrict a project, this Prosecco Bottle Side Light is a personal favourite among 
projects. Using a material that is so readily available but difficult to work, the glass 
bottles presented a new challenge and making process.  Being both beautiful, 
sustainable and simple this light truly reflects my identity as a designer. A collection 
of these were later made and sold during a short exhibition at PO10 Emsworth, full 
details are available on the social media accounts. Material; glass prosecco bottle, 
fabric coated wire, black material shade.  Dimensions; 43cm x 16cm x 16cm. Price; 
£25.



chiller bag

A mixed media development piece combining steam bending processes with 
textiles and fashion. The bag is a padded and insulated chiller bag designed for 
sparkling wines and accompanying glasses. The structure and shape of the bag is 
created from steam bent hoops that are sew into the piece, alongside reflective 
thermal insulation. The piece was an opportunity to further explore and develop 
skills in combining materials, particularly in this case hard and soft textures, which 
are skills that are applicable across the design world. Material; ash, cotton, thermal 
insulation padding. Dimensions; 35cm x 20cm x 20cm Price; £80.



blue  - Object one - textile collage

This was the final piece for a project exploring unusual colours and shapes in nature. 
Inspired by the lack of angular forms and shades of blue, this design is the result 
of distortion and exploration with photoshop.  Built up with textile techniques such 
as applique, dying and embroidery the piece is a demonstration of how fabric is an 
equal canvas to paper. Material; black felt, fabric paints, embroidery threads, glass 
beading. Dimensions; 50cm x 90cm. Private piece.








